What is a harp?

It’s a musical instrument which has been around for thousands of years – the earliest
drawings of a harp are on a cave wall in France, and date back over 40,000 years ago.

What is a harp made from?

Generally they have a wooden body, with strings which would have traditionally been
made from wire or gut. These days the strings might be gut, nylon or fluoro-carbon. In
different cultures the materials used to make the body of the harps would have
traditionally been whatever was available to them – larges gourds, shells – things that
were hollow and dry and could withstand the tension of the strings being stretched across
them.

Simple harps…

You can demonstrate a very simple harp type instrument with an empty tissue box and
rubber bands – string the rubber bands around the tissue box and pluck the strings – here
is an example of this : Tissue box harp:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ishtInmKZ68

The structure of a harp…

You can see from these two photos, that a harp is basically a triangle with a body (called
the soundbox) and strings that are attached between the body and one of the arms of
the triangle. These are very basic harp shapes – one has a soundbox made from a gift
box (around the size of a bottle) and the other has a cardboard soundbox.

But those are basic harps right?
YES!
The harp has developed over thousands of
years from an instrument which may have
been discovered by a hunter absent-mindedly
plucking the string on his hunting bow right
the way through to lever harps, where you
make the sharps and flats (like the black notes
on a piano.)

… and pedal harps, where, instead of
levers, we make sharps and flats with
the pedals. Purrrfect huh?

Harps can be quite fancy can’t they?

That’s for sure!! Most modern harps have a lovely swan neck shape of the side of the
triangle where the string attach. This is the harmonic curve and if you open up a piano,
you will see the same shape there. What it means is that the different lengths of the
strings produce different pitches (high and low) and it is designed to get the best range
of low (long) to high (short) strings. Regardless of the size of the instrument, it has to be
in proportion to get the right sounds.

